
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Participants who purchase a new (i.e. not second hand) Samsung SSD from the list 
of models set out in the table below (a “Promotion Product”) from PC World, Currys, 
Amazon, Scan.com, Overclockers.co.uk, Dabs.com or  Ebuyer.com in the UK or ROI 
(each a “Participating Retailer”) between 30 March 2014 and 3 May 2014 will be entitled 
to claim a cashback reward (paid by way of bank transfer) for the relevant cashback 
amount (the amount varies by SSD model, as set out in the table below).  

Promotion Products purchased in Pounds Sterling shall receive a cash credit in Pounds 
Sterling, Promotion Products purchased in Euros shall receive a cash credit in Euros.   

Only purchases from Participating Retailers are eligible for this Promotion. For the 
avoidance of doubt, purchases from Amazon Marketplace are not included in this 
promotion. 

Participants must wait 15 days after purchase before submitting a claim. Claims must be 
made within 45 days from purchase. Therefore claims may only be submitted between 
15 and 45 days after the date of purchase of a Promotion Product, and in any event no 
later than 17 June 2014.  

For full terms and conditions and to claim a Cashback Reward visit: 
www.samsung.com/uk/ssdevocashback

CASHBACK*

on a Samsung SSD 840 EVO**

£50UP 
TO

Valid from 30th March - 
3rd May 2014.

*Cashback amount varies depending on model purchased 
**Terms & Conditions apply. Participating retailers only
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* Cashback amount varies by model purchased.

*** MZ-7TE250LW & MZ-7TE250KW are available from PC World only.

TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF THE CASHBACK 
OFFER
If you purchase one of the eligible Samsung 
SSD models, you will be able to claim up to 
£50 cashback* by following these simple steps.

PROMOTION PRODUCTS AND CASHBACK REWARDS

Storage Model Number Cashback Value 
(£)

Cashback Value 
(€)

500GB MZ-7TE500BW £18.00 €21.00

750GB MZ-7TE750BW £30.00 €35.00

1TB MZ-7TE1T0BW £50.00 €59.00

250GB MZ-7TE250LW*** £15.00 €17.50

500GB MZ-7TE500LW £20.00 €23.50

250GB MZ-7TE250KW*** £15.00 €17.50

500GB MZ-MTE500BW £18.00 €21.00

1TB MZ-MTE1T0BW £50.00 €59.00

512GB MZ-7PD512BW £20.00 €23.50

Purchase a qualifying Samsung SSD from 
a participating retailer between 30th March 
and 3rd May 2014.

Retain the receipt or invoice as your proof 
of purchase, waiting 15 days before making 
a claim. Claims may only be made between 
15 and 45 days of purchase.

Redeem your cashback by going online to 
www.samsung.com/uk/ssdevocashback 
and completing the redemption form.

Valid cashback claims will be fulfilled within 
28 days of submission.

 FOR LAPTOPS

***MZ-7TE250LW available from PC World only.

250GB Laptop 
Upgrade kit***



REVOLUTIONISE YOUR PC
The evolution of SSD, and the revolution 
of your laptop, has arrived with the 
Samsung SSD 840 EVO.

An SSD is the easiest and most 
economical way to breathe new life into 
your laptop – enhanced boot-up speed, 
application loading and multi-tasking 
performance.

Now, your laptop will be waiting for you – 
not the other way round! 

FASTER PERFORMANCE

Boot your laptop in a matter of seconds. Open programs at nearly 
twice the speed of a hard drive. Have your files loaded in an instant.

As it’s up to eight times faster than a hard drive, the 840 EVO SSD 
has speed by the shed load.  The lightning fast read rate for light 
workloads is the best in the industry. You gain the same storage 
technology used in smartphones and tablets.

�    Three times faster than a hard drive during multiple operations
�    TurboWrite technology ensures you save your work faster
�   Boot your laptop in a third of the time it currently takes
�    Copy files nearly 5.5 times faster than a hard drive
�    Nearly 2.5 times as fast as hard drives for game map data loading
�    Lightning-fast reactions for loading and saving

UNMATCHED RELIABILITY

With a toughened design, the 840 EVO SSD is the safest place for your 
files, photos, video and music. It’s all set for the rigours of everyday 
use. Shocks and vibrations can harm traditional hard drives, but an 
SSD is far more resilient.

The Dynamic Thermal Guard Algorithm in our firmware makes the 
drive ready to handle extreme temperatures, whether hot or cold. 

�    Proven quality and trusted reliability
�    Backed with 3-year warranty
�    Thermal Guard resists high temperatures
�   Impressive life expectancy
�    Operates between around 0ºC and 70ºC
�    Lightweight design is favourable for travelling workers

ENERGY EFFICIENT

Laptop running out of power? Your hard drive consumes a lot of 
power. The 840 EVO SSD is designed to be light on energy usage. 
With no moving parts, your computer runs for much longer. 

�    Stay connected longer and power up faster with Device Sleep 
(DEVSLP)

�    Provides a cooler computing environment, ensuring longevity 
of all components

�    SSDs typically operate between 2.94 and 4.2W at peak load
�    More working time for those on the move

EASY TO INSTALL

If you can handle a screwdriver, the 840 EVO SSD is for you. 
You face no hassle in replacing your existing hard drive. Our kit makes 
everything easy, even if you don’t have any technical prowess. 

�    All necessary cables and connectors included
�    Our automatic installation guide assists you every step of the way
�    Transfer your entire operating system and data in around half an hour
�    Samsung Magician software enhances system performance in 

tandem with computer memory
�    Clone other drives in a matter of minutes with migration software

The end result is your laptop is ready to work when 
you are, with greater performance and reliability, 
and for longer. 

Revolutionise your computer with the Samsung 840 
EVO SSD and your daily computing experience will 
never be the same again.


